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Abstract
A list of complex numbers is multiplicatively independent if no integral–exponent power
product of them is equal to 1, unless all exponents are zero. A method of deciding multiplicative
independence is given, for complex numbers in a -nitely generated -eld, with given proper set of
generators. This is based on computing an upper bound on absolute value for possible minimal
non-zero integral exponents. As a consequence of this, a solution which does not use numerical
approximation, depending on the Schanuel conjecture, can be given for the problem of deciding
equality between two numbers given as closed-form expressions using exp; log, radicals, and
-eld operations. It is argued, however, that an e2cient solution of this problem is likely to
use numerical approximation, together with an upper bound, depending on the syntax of the
expressions for the numbers, for the amount of precision needed to distinguish the numbers
if they are not the same. A conjecture is stated (the uniformity conjecture) which attempts to
provide such an upper bound. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 12Y05; 12F20; 11J82; 11D61
1. Introduction
Let F be a -nitely generated sub-eld of the complex numbers. F may be represented
in the form Q(x1; : : : ; xr) [y], where x1; : : : ; xr are algebraically independent complex
numbers, and y is algebraic over Q(x1; : : : ; xr), and integral over Z[x1; : : : ; xr]. Such
(x; y) will be called a proper set of generators for F .
If q is a polynomial in Z(x) [y] we will de-ne the x-degree of q to be the maximum
total degree in (x1; : : : ; xr) of the numerators and denominators of q. The y-degree of
q is the usual degree in y. We de-ne the logarithmic height of q, denoted ht(q), to be
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the maximum of the logarithms base 2 of the absolute values of the integral coe2cients
which appear in q. We de-ne the size of q, denoted (q) to be the maximum of the
x-degree and the logarithmic height.
In the following, we will assume that (x; y) is a proper set of generators for F . We
will assume that y is de-ned by p(x; y) = 0, where p is a given monic irreducible
polynomial in Z [x] [y] with y-degree D. To say that we are given F will mean only
that we are given the number r of algebraically independent components of x and we
are given the de-ning polynomial p(x; y).
Elements of F will be given as polynomials in Z(x) [y]. A polynomial is in normal
form if its y-degree is less than D. We can reduce a polynomial to normal form just
by dividing p(x; y) into it in Z(x) [y] and taking the remainder.
Suppose that for any such -eld F , we have de-ned functions f and g with the same
domain which take values in the natural numbers, e.g. the size function. The de-nitions
of f and g may depend on the de-nition of F . We will use the notation f ≤ OF(g)
to mean that (∀x) (f(x) ≤ Cg(x)), where C is some constant which depends only on
the -eld F , and which can be eDectively computed from the number r of components
in x, and from the de-ning polynomial p(x; y) for y. It is known that if A and B are
in Z [x], and A is a factor of B in Z [x], then (A) ≤ OF((B)). See [12].
Lemma 1. Suppose A and B are in Z(x) [y]; in normal form; with sizes (A) and
(B). Then; after reduction to normal form
1. A ∗ B has size ≤ OF((A) + (B));
2. A+ B has size ≤ OF((A) + (B));
3. An has size ≤ OF(n(A)):
Proof. Consider A ∗B. To begin with, assume that A and B are in Z [x]. The x-degree
of the product is the sum of the x-degrees of A and B. To estimate the height of the
product, we can write A, B, and A∗B in distributed form, as sums of integral multiples













where ai; bi; ci are integers, and i; i; i are power products. Each ci is the sum of
products ajbk such that j ∗k = i. Interchange A and B if necessary so that NA ≤ NB.
The number of products in such a sum is bounded by NA, the number of monomial
terms in A, since for each i, and for each j there is at most one k so that j ∗ k
= i.
Thus, the logarithmic height of A ∗ B is bounded by the sum of the logarithmic
heights of A and B and a bound on the logarithm of NA, the number of monomial
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terms in A. Since x = (x1; : : : ; xr), the number of monomial terms in A is bounded by
(dA +1)r , where dA is the x-degree of A. By de-nition dA ≤ (A). Thus, ht(A ∗ B) ≤
ht(A) + ht(B) + r log((A) + 1) ≤ OF((A) + (B)).
Now, consider A and B in Z [x] [y]. First perform this multiplication in Z [x] [y],
without reduction to normal form. Let q = A ∗ B be obtained by multiplication in
Z [x] [y]. It is clear that x-degree of q is the sum of the x-degrees of A and B.
As mentioned above, the logarithmic height of a product of polynomials is bounded
by the sum of the heights, and a bound on the logarithm of the number of terms
in one of the factors. Since x = (x1; : : : ; xr), the number of terms in A is bounded by
D(dA+1)r , and the logarithm of this is r log(dA+1)+log(D), where dA is the x-degree
of A.
So (q) ≤ OF((A) + (B)).
Before reducing q to normal form, consider the normal form of ym. We can prove
by induction on m that ym=hm(x; y)p(x; y)+ rm(x; y), where hm(x; y) and rm(x; y) are
in Z [x] [y] and (rm(x; y)) ≤ OF(m), and the y-degree of rm is less than D. Thus,
rm(x; y) is the normal form of ym.
Next, we reduce q to normal form, by replacing each ym by its normal form in q,
and collecting terms. The y-degree of q, Dq, is less than 2D, so there are no more
than D such replacements.
In normal form, (A ∗ B) ≤ OF((A) + (B)).
Finally, consider A and B in Z(x) [y]. We can deal with these as fractions of ob-
jects in Z [x] [y] over non-zero objects in Z [x], carry out the multiplications, and then
remove any common factors from the numerator and denominator, relying on the fact
mentioned above, that if D divides E in Z [x], then (D) ≤ OF((E)).
The second part of the lemma follows by putting the coe2cients of A and B over a
common denominator, and applying the -rst part of the lemma.
Note that if the denominators of the coe2cients are 1, i.e. if A and B are in Z [x] [y],
then (A+ B) ≤ OF(Max((A); (B)).
The third part of the lemma does not follow immediately from the -rst part, since
we want the constant multiplier to be independent of n. But the same method can be
used. First -nd An in Z [x] [y]. The x-degree of An is bounded by n(A). The y-degree
is bounded by nD. The logarithmic height of An, before reduction to normal form, is
bounded by n(A) plus the logarithm of the total number of terms in An. The logarithm
of the total number of terms in An is bounded by r log(n(A)+ 1)+ log(D+1) which
is OF(n(A)). Thus, the logarithmic height of An, before reduction to normal form is
bounded by OF(n(A)).
As before, suppose that the normal form of ym is rm(x; y). The size of rm(x; y) is
bounded by OF(m). The normal form of An is obtained by substituting rm(x; y) for ym
for each m ≥ D and collecting terms.
So the -nal size of An in normal form is bounded by OF(n(A)).
Similarly, we can show that if q1; : : : ; qk in Z [x] [y] then (q1∗· · ·∗qk) ≤ OF((q1)+
· · ·+ (qk)).
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2. Linear dependence
If A is a matrix of rational numbers, de-ne the logarithmic height of A to be the
maximum of the logarithmic height of the entries of A.
Lemma 2. 1: Suppose D and E are s×s matrices of integers; with logarithmic heights
hD and hE; respectively. Then DE has logarithmic height not more than hD+hE+log s.
2: Suppose D is an s × s matrix of integers of logarithmic height hD. Then the
logarithmic height of the determinant of D is not more than shD + s log s.
Proof. The -rst part is obvious, since each entry of DE is a sum of s products of
two factors, the -rst factor from D and the second factor from E. The second part
is proved by writing the determinant as s! products of s terms from the matrix, and
observing that log s! ≤ s log s.
Corollary 1. If A is an s × k matrix of integers of rank s; with s¡k; the solution
space of AX = 0 has a basis v1; : : : ; vk−s; vectors in Z k ; all with height bounded by
s(hA + log s); where hA is the height of A.
Proof. Let X =(n1; : : : ; nk)T. Rename the variables and rearrange the columns of A so
that the -rst s columns are linearly independent. So A= [B;C], where B is s× s, and
non-singular. The solution space is given by (n1; : : : ; ns)T =−B−1C(ns+1; : : : ; nk)T. Let
D be the determinant of B. A basis v1; : : : ; vk−s for the solution space can be obtained
by
vi(s+ j) = 0 if j = i;
vi(s+ i) = D;
(vi(1); : : : ; vi(s))T =−B−1C(vi(s+ 1); : : : ; vi(k))T:
According the lemma, the logarithmic height is bounded by s(hA + log s).
In case, we only want one non-trivial solution, and if s¡k − 1, a better result can
be obtained by using the pigeon hole principle as follows.
Lemma 3. Let A be an M × k matrix of rank s with integral entries; all with log-
arithmic height ≤ hA. If AX = 0 has a non-trivial solution; it has a non-zero in-
tegral solution X in which all components have logarithmic height not more than
(s=(k − s))(log k + hA).
Proof. We suppose that there is a non-trivial solution. This implies that the rank of
these M equations is s¡k. Pick out s linearly independent equations:
a11n1 + · · ·+ a1knk = 0;
: : :
as1n1 + · · ·+ asknk = 0:
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We suppose |aij| ≤ 2h for all i; j. Let L be the linear transformation with matrix
(aij)i≤s; i≤k . L : Zk → Zs, and s ≤ k−1. Let Zk(B) be the set (n1; : : : ; nk) with |ni| ≤ B
for all i. L : Zk(B) → Zs(k2hAB). The number of points in Zk(B) is (2B + 1)k . The
number of points in the image under L is ≤ (2k2hAB+1)s. So if (2B+1)k ¿ (2k2hAB+
1)s, the map is not one to one, and thus there must be a non-trivial solution in Zk(2B).
We have (2k2hAB + 1)s ≤ (k2hA)s(2B + 1)s. So if 2B ≥ (k2hA)s=(k−s), there is a
non-trivial solution in Zk(2B). So there is a non-trivial solution in Zk((k2hA)s=(k−s)).
We can now solve the linear dependence problem for elements of F .
Theorem 1. Given 1; : : : ; k in F; represented as normal form polynomials; q1; : : : ; qk
in Z(x) [y]; all with logarithmic height ≤ h; we can <nd a matrix A with integral
entries so that
1. n11 + · · ·+ nkk = 0 if and only if A(n1; : : : ; nk)T = 0;
2. each entry of A has size ≤ h.
Proof. Suppose that there are M distinct power products U1; : : : ; UM in q1; : : : ; qk . Let
A be the M by k matrix, whose ijth entry is the integral coe2cient of Ui in qj.
Corollary 2. If there is a non-trivial solution for n11 + · · ·+ nkk =0; then; there is
one with |ni| ≤ 2(kk−12h(k−1)):
Proof. Consider n1q1 + · · · + nkqk = 0 as a rank s set of M equations with integral
coe2cients, and apply the lemma above, noting that s=(k− s) is bounded by k−1.
3. Multiplicative independence
Our main result, a solution of the multiplicative dependence problem, is somewhat
harder.
Theorem 2. Given 1; : : : ; k in F; represented as normal form polynomials; q1; : : : ; qk
in Z(x) [y]; all with size ≤ ; there exists a matrix A with integral entries so that
1. n11 : : : 
nk
k is a root of unity if and only if A(n1; : : : ; nk)
T = 0;
2. each entry of A has logarithmic height ≤ OF(k4).
Proof. The theorem is proved in a series of steps. At step i we will obtain a matrix
Ai with integer entries so that if Aj(n1; : : : ; nk)T = 0 for all j¡ i and if 
n1
1 : : : 
nk
k is a
root of unity, then Ai(n1; : : : ; nk)T = 0, with the rows of Ai independent of rows of Aj
with j¡ i.
Step 1 (Reduction to constant). We have a de-ning polynomial p(x; y) for y.
Setting p(x; y)=0, we obtain a de-nition for y as an algebraic function of x. We may
also consider 1; : : : ; k as complex valued diDerentiable functions of x = (x1; : : : ; xr),
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for x in some su2ciently small neighbourhood of any point , in C r with algebraically
independent coordinates. We can decide whether or not these derivatives are identically
zero, by reducing to normal form. Suppose that the derivative of some i with respect
to some xs is not zero.
Assume that n11 : : : 
nk
k is a root of unity. Then as a function of x it is constant, for
small changes in x.
The derivative of the logarithm of the power product n11 : : : 
nk
k is zero. So we have
n1Dxsq1=q1 + · · · nkDxsqk=qk = 0:
Multiply by q1 : : : qk in Z [x] [y], and reduce to normal form in F . We get
n1C1 + · · ·+ nkCk = 0:
C1; : : : ; Ck are polynomials in Z [x] [y]. They have size bounded by OF(k), since, as
remarked earlier the size of such a product q1 : : : qk is OF(k)).
We can collect all such relations, derived from logarithmic diDerentiation with respect
to each variable xs. As in the earlier theorem, we make the obvious observation that
distinct power products in normal form are linearly independent in F .
From this, as in the previous theorem, we obtain a list of equations with integral
coe2cients, one for each power product which appears with non-zero coe2cient in a
logarithmic derivative. Let A1 be a matrix whose rows are the coe2cients of a maximal
independent subset of this set of equations. Thus,
A1(n1; : : : ; nk)T = 0
with the logarithmic height of entries in A1 bounded by OF(k). A1(n1; : : : ; nk)T = 0
implies that n11 : : : 
nk
k is independent of x.
Step 2 (Reduction to algebraic numbers with norm 1). Here we assume that
A1(n1; : : : ; nk)T = 0. Assume that A1 has rank a. The solution space has dimension
k − a. Let v1; : : : ; vk−a be a basis for this solution space in Z k . Let V be the matrix
which has v1; : : : ; vk−a as columns.
Lemma 2 implies that we can choose such a basis so that in the transformations
between coordinate systems in both directions
(n1; : : : ; nk)T = V (m1; : : : ; mk−a)T (m1; : : : ; mk−a)T = V ∗(n1; : : : ; nk)T
all entries in V are integers and all entries in V ∗ are rational with logarithmic height
in both cases bounded by OF(k2). V∗ has a common denominator d∗, with the same
bound, since d∗ can be taken as the determinant of an a by a minor of A. Let vij be
the jth component of vi. De-ne 1; : : : ; k−a by i = v1i1 : : : 
vki
k .
Each i is in the -eld. For each j and i we have (i) ≤  and (vji) ≤ OF(k2).
According to Lemma 1, the size of i is bounded by 2OF (k
2). Note the alarming fact
that the integers in the normal form for the i are only bounded by something doubly
exponential in k2().
1; : : : ; k−a are all algebraic numbers, since they do not depend on x at all. They
are in Q[x] [y] for any x.
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The numbers 1; : : : ; k are all in a -eld F0 = Q[y0], where y0 is de-ned by poly-
nomial p0(y) = 0, where p0, in Z[y], is a monic irreducible factor of p(0; y), with
degree ≤ D and logarithmic height ≤ DH .
De-ne the logarithmic height of i to be the logarithmic height of its de-ning
polynomial, i.e. the minimal univariate polynomial pi with integral coe2cients not all
zero so that pi(i) = 0. To -nd these de-ning polynomials, we take the resultant of
p(0; y0) and i, expressed in Q[y0], with respect to y0. The resultant is the determinant
of a 2D×2D matrix with rational coe2cients, all of which have size with known bounds
of 2OF (k
2).
Clearing denominators, we get a de-ning polynomial for each i with coe2cients
with logarithmic heights bounded by 2OF (k
2).
Let N () be the norm in number -eld F0. We suppose A1(n1; : : : ; nk)T = 0, and
n11 : : : 
nk
k is a root of unity and therefore N (1)
n1 : : : N (k)nk = 1:
As above, (m1; : : : ; mk−a)T=V ∗(n1; : : : ; nk)T. We have m11 : : : 
mk−a
k−a is a root of unity.
So N (1)m1 : : : N (k−a)mk−a = 1:
Assume that one of the norms is not 1. The norms are rational numbers, whose
numerators and denominators have logarithmic height bounded by 2OF (k
2). Since fac-
torisation of rational numbers is unique, we get an equivalent condition B2(m1; : : : ;
mk−a)T = 0; where B2 is a matrix with integer entries with absolute value bounded
by 2OF (k
2). The number of rows of B2 is the number of prime factors of numerators
or denominators of the norms N (i). (Note that we have gone down one exponential
level.) Remove dependent rows so that the number of rows of B2 is the same as its
rank.
We let A2 = d∗B2V ∗, where d∗ is an integer which clears the denominators of V ∗.
The entries of A2 have logarithmic height bounded by OF(k2), by Lemma 2(1).
Step 3 (Reduction to units). Here we suppose A1(n1; : : : ; nk)T = 0 and also
A2(n1; : : : ; nk)T =0. Suppose the rank of A1 and A2 together is b. As before, take basis
for the solution space v1; : : : ; vk−b, and let V be the matrix with columns v1; : : : ; vk−b.
As before, de-ne 1; : : : ; k−b, by i = v1i1 : : : 
vki
k . As before we have matrices V and
V ∗ changing coordinate systems on the solution space:
(n1; : : : ; nk)T = V (m1; : : : ; mk−b)T;
(m1; : : : ; mk−b)T = V ∗(n1; : : : ; nk)T:
1; : : : ; k−b are all algebraic numbers with norm 1 in the algebraic number -eld F0,
which was described earlier.
We can express each i as the ratio of an algebraic integer, and a rational integer.
The problem now is to solve
(G1=d1)m1 : : : (Gk−b=dk−b)mk−b = 1;
where each Gi is an algebraic integer with norm equal to norm di in F0.
Using the same pattern of argument as above, we -nd that the norm of di has
logarithmic height bounded by 2OF (k
3).
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We want to solve




1 : : : d
mk−b
k−b :
We can replace each Gi and di by its principal ideal 〈Gi〉 and 〈di〉. Note that 〈Gi〉
contains its norm, which is a rational integer, with logarithmic height bounded as above.
Suppose that some di = 1. Let I be a prime ideal. De-ne LI (G) to be the largest
number t so that I t divides 〈G〉. The number LI (G) is bounded by the logarithm of
the norm of G; if G is di or Gi as above, this is OF(k3). Pick some prime ideal I
so that LI (Gi) = LI (di). From this we get a condition
(LI (G1)− LI (d1))m1 + · · ·+ (LI (Gk−b)− LI (dk−b))mk−b = 0:
Assembling all equations obtained in this way, we have B3(m1; : : : ; mk−b) = 0, with
the logarithmic height of B3 bounded by OF(k3). We let A3 = d∗B3V ∗, where d∗ is
an integer which clears the denominators of V ∗.
Step 4 (Reduction to roots of unity). Here we assume that Ai(n1; : : : ; nk)T = 0 for
i = 1; 2; 3. Suppose rank of this system of equations is c, and de-ne 1; : : : ; k−c as
before.
As before, we have
(n1; : : : ; nk)T = V (m1; : : : ; mk−c)T;
(m1; : : : ; mk−c)T = V ∗(n1; : : : ; nk)T:
1; : : : ; k−c are all units in an algebraic number -eld F0 of degree D.
Using the same estimates as above, we can show that the logarithmic height of each
i is bounded by 2OF (k
4). We use the logarithmic space, as discussed in, for example,
[13], in connection with the Dirichlet units theorem.
Let 1; : : : ; s; s+1; −s+1; : : : s+t ; 
−
s+t be monomorphisms from F0 into C, and with,
1; : : : ; s real and s+1; −s+1; : : : ; s+t ; 
−
s+t conjugate pairs of non-real complex mono-
morphisms.
De-ne Lst to be Rs × C t , and  : F0 → Lst by (q) = (1(q); : : : ; s(q); s+1(q); : : : ;
s+t(q)).
De-ne the logarithmic map Lg : Lst → Rs+t by Lg(x1; : : : xs; xs+1; : : : xs+t)=
(log |x1|; : : : ; log |xs|; log |xs+1|2; : : : ; log |xs+t |2):
Then 2=Lg() maps F0 into the logarithmic space Rs+t . The image of the algebraic
integer units under this map 2 is a lattice in Rs+t . The kernel of this map 2 consists
of the roots of unity. Units 1; : : : ; k−c are multiplicatively dependent if and only if
their images under 2 are linearly dependent in the logarithmic space.
We can obtain an upper bound on the number of units which map by 2 into a given
convex volume. Let Br be the ball in Rs+t with centre at the origin and radius r. The
pre-images of points in B1 have all conjugates with absolute value bounded by e. We
can therefore obtain a bound, (2e)D on the absolute value of coe2cients in de-ning
polynomials of units which map into B1. In this way we get a bound N = e2D
2
on
the number of units in F0 which map into B1. Thus, we get a bound 4 = 1=N so that
2(u1) = 2(u2)→ |2(u1)− 2(u1)| ≥ 4.
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Let S = span(2(1); : : : ; 2(k−c)), the linear space over Q generated by the images
under 2 of 1; : : : ; k−c. (1; : : : ; k−c) are multiplicatively dependent if and only if S
has dimension less than k − c.
Suppose that the dimension of S is s¡k − c. Renumber if necessary, so that
2(1); : : : ; 2(s) are linearly independent over Q. Now, consider integral linear combi-
nations of 2(1); : : : ; 2(s); 2(s+1).
Let U be an upper bound for |2(i)|, for i=1; : : : ; k−c. We can take U as OF(k4).
Consider SM = {
∑
i≤s+1mi2(i): mi ∈ Z ; |mi| ≤ M}, where M is a positive integer.
There are (2M+1)s+1 combinations, all in BM (s+1)U , and also in S. But S has dimension
s and so there are at most N (M (s + 1)U )s distinct points in S ∩ BM (s+1)U . So if
(2M + 1)s+1¿N (M (s + 1)U )s, the pigeon hole principle implies that two of the
combinations must have the same value in Rs+t .
We arrive at the conclusion that there exists (m1; : : : ; ms+1) with |mi| bounded by
N (U )s((s+1)=2)s+1 so that m11 : : : 
ms+1
s+1 is a root of unity. We can interchange s+1 and
j for any j¿ s+ 1, and repeat the above argument. We get a matrix B4, with k–c–s
independent rows, with integer entries bounded as above so that B4(m1; : : : ; mk−c)T =0
if and only if m11 : : : 
mk−c
k−c is a root of unity. Then, as before, A4 = d
∗B4V ∗, where
d∗ clears denominators of V ∗. We have n11 : : : 
nk
k is a root of unity if and only if
Ai(n1; : : : ; nk)T = 0 for i= 1; 2; 3; 4. The entries of Ai are integral and have logarithmic
height bounded by OF(k4).
For a method of deciding whether or not a given algebraic number is a root of
unity, see [3]. There it is pointed out that if f is an irreducible cyclotomic polynomial
of degree d, and n is minimal so that all the roots of f are nth roots of unity, then
d= 7(n), and then that n ≤ 3d3=2 for all n ≥ 2.
Once we can compute bounds on the possible sizes of coe2cients in a dependency,
we can -nd the actual coe2cients, if any, using, for example, the LLL algorithm (see
[6,2]).
There are a number of applications of the above result. One such application is given
in the next section.
4. Computing with closed-form numbers
If x is a non-zero complex number, we de-ne log(x) to be the branch of the natural
logarithm function such that −¡IM (Log(x)) ≤ . We de-ne x1=n to be elog(x)=n, for
non-zero x, and n a non-zero integer.
We de-ne a simple tower to be a sequence of -nitely generated sub-elds of C
F1⊆F2⊆ · · ·⊆Fk;
where F1 =Q, and, for each i¡ k, Fi+1 =Fi(8i), and either 8i =ei , or 8i = log(i),
or 8i = (i)1=n for some non-zero integer n, where i is in Fi, and is not zero.
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We will say that we are given a tower if we are given the de-nition of each 8i in
terms of i, and we are given each i as a rational expression qi in Q(81; : : : ; 8i−1).
The degree of such a presentation is d where d is the maximum of the total degrees
of q1; : : : ; qk ; the logarithmic height is h where h is the maximum of the logarithmic
heights of q1; : : : ; qk .
The numbers which appear in the -elds in such towers are the same as the closed-form
numbers, discussed by Chow [4]. We would like to be able to compute with such
numbers.
We have established if that if we have a proper set of generators, we can solve
the identity problem as well as the linear dependence and multiplicative dependence
problem. At present, however, we need the help of the Schanuel conjecture, stated
below, to -nd such a proper set of generators.
We de-ne the transcendence rank of a -nite set S of complex numbers to be the
cardinality of a maximal algebraically independent subset.
The Schanuel Conjecture. If x1; : : : ; xn are complex numbers which are linearly in-
dependent over Q; then {x1; : : : ; xn; ex1 ; : : : ; exn} has transcendence rank at least n.
This conjecture is used for the result in [9] that the theory of exponentiation over
the ordered -eld of the reals is decidable.
In [6], the Schanuel conjecture is used to show that the equality problem for the
elementary numbers is decidable. The elementary numbers include all the numbers
de-nable by expressions considered in the present paper. But the method used in [6],
based on Wu’s characteristic set algorithm, is somewhat impractical.
In the following, we show that the Schanuel conjecture implies the possibility of
-nding proper sets of generators for the -elds in a simple tower.
Theorem 3 (Using the Schanuel Conjecture). If we are given a simple tower F1⊆F2
⊆ : : :⊆Fk; we can <nd a proper set of generators for Fk .
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on k. Assume given a simple tower, as ex-
plained above. The induction hypothesis is that we already have proper set of generators
(x; y) for Fk−1; moreover, that x = (x1; : : : ; xj), and each of these is a member of the
list (81; : : : ; 8k−1); and also that we have an expression for y in Fk−1.
We have given 81; : : : ; 8k−1, with, for each i, 8i is either ei or log(i) or (i)1=n.
We pick (x1; : : : ; xj) among 81; : : : ; 8k−1, and in the same order. We have, for some
A1; : : : ; Aj, and B1; : : : ; Bj all in Fk−1,
B1=eA1 ; : : : ; Br=eAr ; Ar+1=log(Br+1); : : : ; Aj=log(Bj), and for each i, xi=Ai or xi=Bi.
The -eld Q(A1; B1; : : : ; Ai; Bi) = Q(x1; : : : ; xi). Of course, (x1; : : : ; xj) are algebraically
independent, and also everything in Fk−1 is algebraically dependent on x1; : : : ; xj. In
fact, Fk−1 has transcendence rank j. If A1; : : : ; Aj were linearly dependent over Q then
some Ai and Bi would be algebraically dependent on (A1; B1; : : : ; Ai−1; Bi−1), which is
impossible by construction. So we know that (A1; : : : ; Aj) are linearly independent over
Q. We now consider the next extension.
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Fk = Fk−1(8). There are three cases.
Case 1. 8= e, where  is in Fk−1. Decide, using Theorem 1, and the fact that we
have, by assumption, a proper set of generators for Fk−1, whether or not  is linearly
independent of A1; : : : ; Aj. If not, we deploy the Schanuel conjecture and conclude that
8 is algebraically independent of Fk−1. So we let xj+1 = 8, and we have a proper
set of generators ((x1; : : : ; xj+1); y) for Fk . On the other hand, if we -nd that  is a
linear combination, with rational coe2cients, of A1; : : : ; Aj, then Fk is really a radical
extension of Fk−1. We can write 8 as 1=n, for some  in Fk−1. We can then -nd a
primitive element for Fk over Q(x) of the form y + a8, for some integer a.
Case 2. 8=log(), where  is in Fk−1. In this case, we decide, using Theorem 2 and
the fact that we have a proper set of generators for Fk−1, whether or not ; B1; : : : ; Bj are
multiplicatively independent. If they are multiplicatively independent, then 8; A1; : : : ; Aj
are linearly independent over Q; as in Case 1, we deploy the Schanuel conjecture, and
conclude that we can form a proper set of generators for Fk by taking xj+1 = 8. In the
multiplicatively dependent case, we get, as in Case 1, that Fk is a radical extension of
Fk−1, and we can -nd a primitive element as before.
Case 3. 8= 1=n. As above, we leave x as it is and -nd a new primitive element for
the algebraic extension.
Corollary 3 (Using the Schanuel Conjecture). Given a closed-form number; as de<ned
by Chow; we can decide whether or not it is zero.
The proof is by constructing a proper set of generators for a -eld containing the
number, and then representing the number in normal form.
Corollary 4 (Using the Schanuel Conjecture). Given a closed-form number; as de<ned
by Chow; we can decide whether or not it is rational.
Proof.  is rational if and only if (; 1) are linearly dependent over Q. We construct
the -eld with the number in it, and then apply Theorem 1.
5. Exact computation with elementary numbers
An elementary number is a complex number of the form q() where q is a poly-
nomial in Q[x1; : : : ; xn], and , in C n is a non-singular solution of a system of equations
(p1; : : : ; pn) = 0, where each pi is in Z [x1; ex1 ; : : : ; xn; exn ].
We would like to be able to compute in the -eld of elementary numbers. The possi-
bility of such computation is a necessary foundation for eDective automated calculation
in elementary analysis. It is also necessary as a basis for decision procedures in the
theory of the ordered -eld of the real numbers extended by adding bounded parts of
the graphs of the exponential function, and the sine and cosine function.
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In [8], it is shown that if the Schanuel Conjecture is true, it is possible to de-
cide whether or not a given elementary number is zero. That algorithm depends upon
attacking the problem from two directions at once: we try to prove the number is zero,
using the algebraic part of its de-nition, and guessing at linear dependencies which
can later be veri-ed; and simultaneously we try numerically to prove that the number
is non-zero. There was no bound for either the process trying to prove that the number
is zero, or the process trying to prove that the number is non-zero.
The technique described in the previous section, for recognising zero among the
closed-form numbers, also depends on the Schanuel Conjecture, but at least a bound
is given for the amount of computation which can be expended in a proof that a
given number is zero. If we believe the Schanuel Conjecture, then, we could omit the
numerical branch of the decision process. But this is probably a very bad idea. In fact,
numerical approximation will quickly show that most given closed-form or elementary
numbers are not zero. What we would like is a bound on the amount of numerical
work that would be needed to be done to show that a given non-zero elementary or
closed-form number is in fact non-zero. (Then we could omit the symbolic branch of
the decision process.)
Let m(n) be the number of bit operations needed for multiplication of two integers
of length n. As shown in [1], it is possible to approximate any elementary number or
closed-form number  to within n decimal places, i.e. to -nd integer p so that
|− p=10n|¡ 1=10n
in a number of steps which is O(m(n) log n).
What we need is a bound, depending on the format of the de-nition of the number,
for how small a non-zero elementary or closed-form number can be.
Suppose we have a -eld F , obtained from a simple tower. We would like to compute,
from the de-nitions of the tower but without explicitly -nding the generators, numbers
9 and C so that
−C(())9 ≤ log||
for all non-zero  in F .
There is some empirical evidence that we can take 9 to be r + 1, where r is the
transcendence rank of F (bounded by the number of extensions in the tower) and that
C is related in a simple way to the complexity of the de-nition of the tower.
Following [7], we will say that F has transcendence type ≤ 9 if it has a proper set
of generators (x; y) such that, with respect to this set, for every non-zero element  of
F , we have
−(())9 ≤ O(log(||)):
Conjecture. Any <nitely generated <eld F of elementary numbers with transcendence
rank r has transcendence type r + 1.
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For the closed-form numbers we can make a stronger conjecture. We -rst need to
de-ne the length of an expression for a closed-form number. Suppose we represent in-
tegers base ten. Also, assume the usual precedence rules for the operators, so that we
do not need to use brackets in all cases. De-ne the length of an integer to be its
length in decimal notation, counting 1 for the sign and 1 for each digit. De-ne
the length of A=B to be the length of A plus the length of B plus 1. Similarly, de-ne
the lengths of expressions A+ B; A− B; A ∗ B to be the length of A plus the length of
B plus 1. De-ne the length of (A)1=n to be the length of A plus the length of n plus 1.
De-ne the lengths of exp(A) or log(A) to be the length of A plus 1. De-ne the length
of (A) to be the length of A plus 2.
If A is an expression for a closed-form number, let v(A) be its value in the complex
numbers. We will say that an expression is in expanded form if for any subexpression
of the form eA we have |v(A)| ≤ 1. The expressions for closed-form numbers are
written in an alphabet with 19 symbols for digits and operators and brackets, namely
0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; +; -; *; /;ˆ; exp; log; (; ):
The number of expressions of length n is ¡ 19n. So, for example, we could write i
as the square root of −1, which would then have length 4. We could write  as the
log(−1) divided by i, which would have length 7.
Uniformity Conjecture. If  is a non-zero closed-form number represented by an
expression in expanded form of length k then ||¿ 1=N (k) where N (k) is the number
of expanded-form expressions of length less than or equal to k.
Note that since we are using decimal notation for integers and an alphabet of 19
symbols, 10k ¡N (k)¡ 19k .
This is called the uniformity conjecture because the origin of it is to imagine the
population of numbers reduced modulo 1 and module i, so that they fall into a unit
square around 0 in the complex plane; if such numbers are packed in a uniform way,
the gap between them can be estimated from 1=N , where N is the number of numbers
in the population. The idea is that such numbers are always almost as far apart as they
can be, consistent with the pigeon hole principle.
I do not know any case which is even close to being a counterexample. The nearest
case I know is the famous 3 log(640320)=
√
163−  which is only zero to 15 decimal
places. Even if we regarded  as having length 1, due to its being so important, the
length of this expression would be 16.
The uniformity conjecture is extremely strong, and would be very useful, if true.
It also has the good feature that it can be falsi-ed by one example. At least it gives
a reasonable estimate as to how far numerical approximation should proceed, before
attempting to prove that an expression does in fact represent zero. The relationship be-
tween the two conjectures in this section and the Schanuel Conjecture is quite obscure
at present.
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It is not easy, using presently understood methods, to decide equalities even between
















































5 = 5 + 4
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The uniformity conjecture is open even in the case of such algebraic numbers de-ned
by radicals. If it were true, it would make the complexity of the equality problem not
much worse than linear in the size of the input. It is certainly possible, however, that
the uniformity conjecture is strongly false, even for numbers de-ned by radicals, even
though counterexamples are so sparse that we are not, so far, able to -nd them, and
that the equality problem between algebraic numbers de-ned by radicals is not even of
polynomial complexity. The results and partial results of, for example, [10,15] (de-ning
height for intersections of varieties) or [8] (applying the Dixon resultant), or the use
of Mahler measure (see [12]), or direct construction of the algebraic number -elds,
or direct use of resultants or discriminants [14,11], suggest only bounds on || which
are doubly exponential in the length of the expression de-ning , rather than singly
exponential, as is claimed by the uniformity conjecture. That is, the known bounds give
precision to distinguish a number from zero increasing exponentially with the length
of the de-nition of the number. It seems strange that there is such a large gap in our
understanding of such a basic problem. If the problem is actually hard, where are the
di2cult examples?
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